CertCentral® Certificate Management Made Easy

CertCentral® is a platform designed for managing all your SSL certificates throughout the certificate lifecycle. The platform empowers administrators by enabling them to monitor, inspect, reissue, revoke, renew, and order new certificates in one place.

This platform streamlines certificate management and eases the burden of admins by eliminating the need to manually track critical certificate details. CertCentral increases efficiency and lowers an organization’s bottom-line IT costs.

Certificate and Endpoint Protection

Certificate Inspector™ allows admins to quickly discover all of the certificates in a network and analyzes every certificate, including those issued by CAs other than DigiCert.

Security problems become easy to spot with vulnerability scans, an overview of your certificate landscape, and Certificate Inspector details in BI-style reports.
Validate Once, Issue Immediately

With CertCentral, DigiCert only needs to validate your organization(s) and domain(s) one time. Once they are validated for your account—which is often complete the same day or even the same hour—you can request certificates at your leisure and receive them in under a minute. Add new organization(s) or domain(s) to your account at any time.

Customize Workflows, Control Access

CertCentral allows admins to create users and divisions, and assign them designated privileges according to the needs of your organization.

You can give a user the power to request and approve new certificates, or limit them to management of only the existing certificates requested by them or their department. Permission to upload POs and make payments can be separated from certificate administration.

DigiCert’s REST API can be used to integrate and automate CertCentral functionality into your existing tooling.

Key Features

- High-volume issuance
- Certificate discovery and inspection
- Vulnerability scans and remediation
- Customizable workflows
- Intelligent reports
- Automation via API

Schedule a demo and see for yourself.

To learn more call 1.855.800.3444, visit digicert.com, or email sales@digicert.com
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